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PRESS RELEASE  
 

Paris, 8th March 2017 

 
 

Rental success for the Silex1 building in Lyon Part-Dieu 

A development delivered in January 2017 and nearly 90% let 

 

 
 

Foncière des Régions announces the delivery of the Silex1 building, located in the heart of the 
Lyon Part-Dieu tertiary business district, and the signing of two new leases, with Nextdoor and 
Axxes. The development, delivered in January 2017, today shows an occupancy rate of nearly 
90%. A rental success that underscores the quality of this asset and the relevance of the Foncière 
des Régions strategy. 
 
 
Visible from the courtyard of the Part-Dieu train station with its white corian® façade, Silex1 is a 
new landmark in the Lyon Part-Dieu neighbourhood, 1st French regional business district. A new 
building with 10,700 m² of offices, stores and services, Silex1 had already seduced BNP Paribas, 
which chose this site to house its teams. Today, Foncière des Régions, which delivered the 
building in January, announces the upcoming arrival of two new tenants: Nextdoor for 5,360 m² 
with a 10-year firm lease, and Axxes for 1,200 m² with a nine-year firm lease. 
JLL acted as advisor on both of these last two transactions. 
 
A prime building, creating well-being 
A prime building that benefits from perfect accessibility (located 200 meters from the Lyon Part-
Dieu train station) and great visibility, Silex1 incarnates the ambition of Foncière des Régions for 
the offices and the city of tomorrow. The building, signed by AIA Architectes, offers large, flexible 
and luminous office areas. With its double hight hall and its large landscaped areas, notably a 
610 m² suspended garden and accessible patios totalling 100 m², Silex1 can be adapted to the 
needs of the most demanding users. 
In line with the sustainable development ambitions of Foncière des Régions, the building has a 
double certification: NF HQETM "Excellent" passport and BREEAM® "Excellent" level, associated 
with the BBC-effinergie energy performance label.  
 
These numerous advantages broadly contributed to the rental success of Silex1, confirmed with 
the imminent arrival of Nextdoor, a work space operator (co-working and office), that chose Silex1 
and Lyon as first implantation in the region. The building will also welcome the first Nextdoor "just 
like home" coffee shop/restaurant concept, that will materialise the “socle actif” principle initiated 
by SPL Lyon Part-Dieu and carried by Foncière des Régions.  
For Axxes, leading European service provider for heavy vehicles, Silex1 is perfectly adapted to its 
future developments, ideally located within a dynamic neighbourhood and directly accessible from 
the European countries with which it works. 
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The Silex story continues with Silex2 
As a key developer and investor in large European metropolises, Foncière des Régions holds 
assets worth €600 million in the Lyon region. A committed operator alongside the players in the 
Lyon territory for more than 10 years, Foncière des Régions continues its work in urban 
regeneration with the Silex² project, the transformation of the old EDF tower into an ultra-
connected building with 30,700 m² of offices and services. The commercialisation of this 
development, the works for which have not yet begun, is under way. 
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Foncière des Régions, co-author of real estate stories 

 

As a key player in real estate, Foncière des Régions has built its growth and its portfolio on the 
key and characteristic value of partnership. With a total portfolio valued at €19Bn (€12Bn in group 
share), located in the high-growth markets of France, Germany and Italy, Foncière des Régions is 
now the recognised partner of companies and territories which it supports with its two-fold real 
estate strategy: adding value to existing urban property and designing buildings for the future. 
 
Foncière des Régions mainly works alongside Key Accounts (Orange, Suez Environnement, 
EDF, Dassault Systèmes, Thales, Eiffage, etc) in the Offices market as well as being a pioneering 
and astute operator in the two other profitable sectors of the Residential market in Germany and 
Hotels in Europe. 
 
Foncière des Régions shares are listed in the Euronext Paris A compartment (FR0000064578 - 
FDR), are admitted to trading on the SRD, and are included in the composition of the MSCI, SBF 
120, Euronext IEIF “SIIC France” and CAC Mid100 indices, in the “EPRA” and “GPR 250” 
benchmark European real estate indices, and in the FTSE4 Good, DJSI World, Euronext Vigeo 
(World 120, Eurozone 120, Europe 120 et France 20), Oekom, Ethibel and Gaïa ethical indices. 
Foncière des Régions is rated BBB/Stable by Standard and Poor’s. 
 
www.en.foncieredesregions.fr  
 
Follow us on Twitter @fonciereregions and on the following networks 
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REINVENTING PART-DIEU 
For the last 40 years, Lyon Part-Dieu has been the strategic centre of the Lyon metropolis and 
one of the engines of its growth and attractiveness on a national and European level. To 
strengthen this dynamism and anticipate the needs of the city of tomorrow, the metropolis and the 
city of Lyon will carry out a project in line with the exceptional potential of this neighbourhood and 
its capacity for development. Designed by a team led by the AUC urban planning and 
architectural firm and managed by the Société Publique Lyon Part-Dieu, this project is being 
developed around mobility, economic development and quality of life in metropolitan hyper-
centrality. With an ambition from now to 2030: to make Lyon Part-Dieu an international 
benchmark for quality, urban innovation and economic performance while making the 
neighbourhood even more active and inhabited.  

For more information: www.lyonpart-dieu.com  
 
Media contact: Guillaume Bruge / 33 (0)6 60 53 10 79 / gbruge@lyon-partdieu.com 
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